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4. Rationale:

In the United States, coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality, accounting for approximately 425,000 deaths\(^1\) and 1,958,000 years lost to disability or early mortality annually.\(^2\) The 3-hydroxymethyl-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitors, also known as statins, are widely prescribed and are highly effective in the management and prevention of cardiovascular disease, including CHD.\(^3,4\) Statin therapy results in lowering of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels by up to 55%, which usually translates into a 20-30% reduction of cardiovascular events.\(^5\) Despite the clinical efficacy of statins in a wide range of populations, inter-individual variability exists with regard to LDL-C lowering response as well as efficacy in reducing major cardiovascular events.\(^6\)

We previously reported two novel genome-wide significant loci associated with LDL-C response in the CHARGE consortium (Postmus et al., in press). The goal of the proposed analysis is to build upon our previous effort to systematically examine within a common working group whether common genetic variants modify the association between statin use and incident CHD. This manuscript proposal is part of a larger effort examining gene-drug associations in the CHARGE consortium. Briefly, CHARGE was formed to facilitate GWAS meta-analyses and replication opportunities among multiple large population-based prospective cohort studies, including the Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility (AGES) -- Reykjavik Study, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study (ARIC), the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS), the Framingham Heart Study (FHS), Rotterdam Study (RS), HealthABC (HABC), and the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA). We also have established collaborations with several randomized clinical trials (RCTs), including the Prospective Study of Pravastatin in the Elderly (PROSPER), Anglo Scandinavian Cardiac Outcomes Trial (ASCOT), Collaborative Atorvastatin Diabetes Study (CARDS), Treating to New Targets (TNT), and Justification for Use of Statins in Primary Prevention (JUPITER).

5. Main Hypotheses/Study Questions:

Using an incident case-only design (definite or probable MI or definite fatal CHD), to examine the association between statin use (1,0) and SNP dosage. The case-only design was chosen to facilitate harmonization between the RCTs and observational studies, as a formal interaction analysis was not possible for the former.

6. Design and Analysis:

The approach is first to conduct within-study analyses of the association between phenotype and genotype for each of the 2.5 imputed autosomal SNPs and then to combine the findings from the within-study analyses by the method of inverse-variance meta-analysis. We will only examine incident MI or fatal CHD events that occur within three years of ARIC study visits 1-4, reflecting the lack of medication inventory outside ARIC study visits.

**Outcome.** Statin use among incident cases of definite or probable MI or definite fatal CHD. Statin use is assessed by medication inventory at each visit. For this analysis, we will assign statin exposure using the medication inventory preceding the event. Events occurring >3 years after the
preceding medication inventory will be excluded.

**Exposure.** SNP_dose

**Model.** We propose a case-only logistic model as shown below:

Statin use $\sim$ SNP_dose + age + sex +... where "+..." denotes additional study specific covariates (e.g. ancestry PCs).

**Genome-Wide Significance Level.** $5 \times 10^{-8}$
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